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Motivation

Blood component

Red blood cellsSeparation

Magnetophoresis force

Oxygenated RBCs:

Deoxygenated RBCs:

where 
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Similar model in COMSOL Library

AC/DC, 

Microfluidics
Particle Tracing modules

Used modules:



Computational domain

Unit: mm

Inlet: vfa=0.2[mm/s], C=1

Applied magnetization: M=8x106[A/m]

Channel: w=1[mm], L=14[mm]

Diffusion coefficient of RBCs: D=3x10-7[cm2/s]

Other parameters: use the real RBCs properties 

Multiphysics in COMSOL: 

1. Convection and diffusion

2. Stokes flow

3. Magnetic field

Magnets

Magnets

Soft iron

Channel

Inlet

Outlet

Glass substrate

x

y
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• Simulation in steady state

• Less time cost in 3D 



Governing equations and 
boundary conditions

Stokes’ flow

Maxwell equation

Particle motion equation (steady state)

Diffusion and convection 

where

η: dynamic viscosity
μ: magnetic permeability 
ρf: plasma mass density
ρp:RBCs mass density
R: RBC radius
g: acceleration of gravity
p: plasma pressure
vf: plasma velocity
vp: RBCs velocity
μf: relative magnetic permeability of plasma
μp: relative magnetic permeability of RBCs
μ0: magnetic reference permeability 
Vp: RBCs volume
H: magnetic field
B: magnetic flux density
M: magnetization
A: magnetic vector potential
Fm: Magnetic force
Ff: Drag force
Fg: Gravity force
D: diffusion coefficient of RBCs
c: RBCs concentration

BCs
•Inlet: vf=0.2[mm/s]
•Outlet: p=0
•Channel wall: No slip

BCs
•Inlet: c=1
•Outlet:
•Channel wall: No flux

BCs
•M=8x106 A/m on magnets
•Magnetic insulation on 
other boundaries
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COMSOL V5.2 interface

muy

eps1
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RESULTS



Magnetic flux density (B)
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Magnetic field (T) in the whole 
domain, the streamline and 
magnetic flux arrow

Magnetic field (T) in the channel, the 
streamline and magnetic flux arrow



Effect of gravity and magnets 
on oxygenated and 
deoxygenated RBCs
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Magnets+gravity
RBC (deoxygenated)

PULL

M=106 A/m

Gravity only

M=0 

Magnets+gravity
RBC (oxygenated)

PUSH

M=8x106 A/m 

Concentration of red blood cell
(Steady state)

•Length unit: mm
•Concentration unit: C=1 is equal to RBCs concentration of normal blood 

Note: deoxygenated RBC is pulled by soft iron coils, therefore the coils are set up at the lower channel side 10



RBCs concentration at the channel outlet

Outlet

Lower 
channel 
wall

Upper 
channel 
wall

RBCs concentration at the lower channel wall
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Other designs
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Push one side
(Oxygenated RBCs)
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Type 1
Type 2

Type 3 Type 4

Gravity

RBCs concentration at the 
channel outlet

Concentration of 
RBCs in the channel

14M=8x106 A/m 
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Type 4

Effect of magnetization on outlet RBC 
concentration of type 4

Unit M: A/m2



Push two sides
(Oxygenated RBCs)
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Type 5
Type 6

Type 7

RBCs concentration at the channel outletConcentration of 
RBCs in the channel
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Conclusions

1. Magnets pushes the oxygenated RBCs and shows an efficiency
on RBCs separation 

2. Magnets pulls the deoxygenated RBCs and shows less efficiency 
on RBCs separation 

3. The Type 4 (no soft iron coils) shows a high efficiency on RBCs 
separation (push RBCs to one side of the channel)

4. The Type 7 (no soft iron coils) shows a high efficiency on RBCs 
separation (push RBCs to the center of the channel)
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η:                                    0.001[kg/(m.s)]                  Dynamic viscosity
Rp:                                  3.84[μm]                              Hydrodynamic radius of RBCs
μ:                                    1/(6πηRp)                             Mobility of the particle
vfa:                                  0.2[mm/s]                            Inlet fluid velocity
ρf:                                   1000[kg/m3]                        Plasma density
ρp:                                  1100[kg/m3]                        RBCs density
g:                                    9.8[m/s2]                              Gravity acceleration
Fg:                                  (ρp- ρf)Vpg Gravity force
Vp:                                  88.4[μm3]                             RBCs volume
ε:           2πμ0μmRp

3 (μwbc- μm)/(μwbc+2μm)               Magnetophoresis force coefficient
Xwbc:                              -9.22e-6                                 Susceptibility of oxygenated RBCs
Xm:                                 -7.7e-6                                   Susceptibility of plasma
Xrbc:                               -3.9e-6                                    Susceptibility of RBCs
μ0:                                 4π10-7[N/A2]                          Reference permeability
μm:                                 1+X_m                                   Plasma permeability
μwbc:                              1+X_wbc                               Oxygenated RBCs permeability
μrbc:                                1+X_rbc                                RBCs permeability
D:                                  3e-7[cm2/s]                            Diffusion coefficient
1mm3 blood (1 drop) =3.5-5 million RBCs

Parameters
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